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Abstract

Investigated in this paper is the earthquake response of typical unreinforced masonry façades of the historical centre of Gaeta, a town in Central
Italy. The façades are assumed to undergo one-sided rocking, due to the presence of internal restraints, such as transverse walls and horizontal
structural elements. The dynamic model accounts, in a simplified way, for geometrical imperfections. Two sets of excitations are considered,
one developed from considerations of the actual seismic hazard of the area, the other based on code provisions. The overturning frequencies
are compared against different parameters, such as aspect ratio, imperfection level, energy damped due to impact against vertical restraint,
ground motion variability and direction of the rotation. Surprisingly, if no additional energy damping is assumed, one-sided rocking proves more
dangerous than two-sided rocking. Results of dynamic analyses are compared to those of code-suggested static responses. It is established that
static results can be overly conservative, thus requiring unnecessary retrofitting, against architectural heritage minimum intervention criterion. It
is further determined that it is possible to transfer the results of dynamic analyses into existing static procedures, by means of simplified corrective
coefficients, accounting for one-sided rocking and expected increased energy damping.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Traditional unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings fre-
quently respond to earthquake ground motion with out-of-plane
tilting and eventually collapse of façades [1–11]. This kind of
response is characterized by large displacements mainly due to
rigid-body rotations, as both post-earthquake observations of
tilted walls ([3,6], Fig. 1a) and dynamic laboratory tests [12–15]
have shown. ABK consortium [12] clearly proved the existence
of a dynamic stability reserve after wall cracking, thus implying
that the latter will not necessarily involve collapse. Therefore,
the assessment of existing URM façades, particularly those be-
longing to historic buildings or to constructions of architectural
relevance, through detailed dynamic analyses can contribute
to the development and enforcement of minimum intervention
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criterion, leading to a reduction of the cultural sacrifice that any
retrofit involves.

In this paper the out-of-plane response of URM walls,
not connected to transverse walls and horizontal structural
components (such as vaults and floor diaphragms), will
be studied by employing a rigid body rocking model
representation of the façade. Although such a model has
been extensively used in the past to study the response of
rocks, archaeological objects, industrial equipment, simple
architectural elements (i.e. boundary and parapet walls) and
other applicable systems (see [16] and references therein),
based on the so-called Housner inverted pendulum [17], some
modifications are necessary for the case to be investigated in
this study to account for some of the features of the façade.
The objects considered in previous studies were assumed to
rock on two sides, whereas such a motion is not possible in the
case under discussion due to the presence of transverse walls
and horizontal structural members. Moreover, actual walls can
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Fig. 1. (a) Damage to the façade of Santa Maria del Fossale Church in Gemona (Italy) after the 6th May 1976 Friuly earthquake.
c© Stato Italiano, published with permission of Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Soprintendenza per i Beni Architettonici ed il Paesaggio e per il Patrimonio

Storico, Artistico ed Etnoantropologico del Friuli Venezia Giulia. Permission required for further reproduction.
(b) View of a street in Gaeta’s historical centre; (c) Parameters describing Housner model of a rigid body and its displacement; (d) Assumed restoring
moment–rotation behaviour to account for possible imperfections; (e) two-sided rotations; and (f) one-sided rotations due to transverse walls and/or other restraining
structural elements.

differ to varying degrees from the usual assumption of a
perfect rectangular geometry, thus requiring a more realistic
description of the expected force-deformation response [15].

In the historical centre of the town of Gaeta (Fig. 2a), a
region of moderate to low seismicity, the masonry façades are
assumed to be frequently disconnected from transverse walls.
This assumption is not unreasonable and is a consequence of the
building process where a façade is adjoined to existing walls to
enclose a new cell [18]. Such cases are in fact quite common in
several regions of Central Italy. Hence, a rebounding one-sided
rocking model of the façade will be the main focus of this paper.
The range of wall geometries to be evaluated will be dictated
by dimensions gathered from the existing architectural layout
of the city centre. Further, ground motions will be selected, in a
simplified way, taking into consideration the expected seismic

hazard at the site and, finally, the results of the numerical
simulations will be examined to assess the vulnerability of such
façades to overturning. It is expected that the outcome of the
study will provide a basis for establishing criteria to minimize
retrofit intervention of these historic structures.

2. Case study of Gaeta: Background and building features

The first land settlements in Gaeta date back to the
Roman era, but only few remains are to be found today. The
current form of the city takes shape at the beginning of the
second millennium. The narrow roads between the buildings
have courses parallel to the sea (Fig. 2b), while steep steps
perpendicular to the adduction courses climb up the sloping
terrain. Several portions of the city fabric have been modified
in time, especially recently, thus partially altering its organicity
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Fig. 2. (a) Location of Gaeta; (b) Gaeta’s historical centre; (c) Analysis of wall system (portion highlighted with heavy line in (b)); (d) Recognizing building units
and structural units.

and harmony. From the surveys and analyses carried out in situ
(Fig. 2c–d), it was possible to distinguish two sub-zones: one
to the east, strongly modified in both road system and building
bodies, and a second one, to the west, in which the original
fabric has been modified through gradual saturation of spaces.

In this study, the topic of the conservation of the more
ancient Gaetan nucleus is undertaken through elaborating
and applying a methodology of knowledge and planning
of the built environment, already applied elsewhere [19,
20]. Such methodology addressed, both, the amelioration of

the constructive/structural capacities of the building systems
(especially under seismic action, physical conservation),
and the qualification of actions for the conservation of
the city ‘form’, in view of an essentially residential use
of the city (social conservation). The initial step of the
experimentation has been to investigate and describe the
morphology of the constructive elements along with their
relative fundamental spatial connections. Particular attention
has been paid both to the notion of context and to the
mechanisms of aggregation, then to the various dimensions
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of the form: material, technological, technical, distributive,
functional, social, economic, etc. In particular, the investigation
has been carried out at various levels:

• The relationships of the system of routes and empty spaces:
analysis of street morphology (course, width, turning point
in the layout, and misalignments of the building fronts),
identification of the arrangement, dimensions and hierarchy
of the courtyards;

• The Wall system: alignment of walls; verification of
orthogonality with respect to the street course; identification
of prolongations, rotations, intersections and sliding of the
wall axes. This helps to identify the walls with respect to
their synchronicity in construction and thus to define their
connection degree;

• The Cell system: for each level, “recognition” of the basic
types as to regularity, repetition, modularity, etc. This helps
to formally qualify the cells and to distinguish the original
ones from those deriving from saturation processes;

• Linguistic characters: Formal coherence of the façades:
form and position of the holes on the front walls
(alignment, symmetry, repetition and rhythm). This reveals
the modifications that have occurred over time;

• Type structuring: The recognition of characteristic types and
the distributional and spatial relationships recurring within
the urban fabrics, as well as to detect the formal structures
persistent at the various layers of the building. This helps
the comprehension of the historical structuring system of the
building aggregates, of the spatial connections among the
masonry cells, of the stratifications logic and chronology;

• Construction flaws and seismic weaknesses: misalignments
and tapering of walls, excessively thin walls or floating
walls supported by the floor below, elevation misalignment
between adjoining floors, etc. This helps to reveal the
presence of building violations and abuses;

• The formal interpretation of the fabric, and therefore
the historical-morphological recognition of the individual
building systems in the structure/entirety of the settlement
space and the identification of the ties that each building
established with the others.

Following these guidelines, fourteen typical façades
(Fig. 1b) have been surveyed. Thickness varied between 0.40
and 1.20 cm, height between 8.74 and 25.68 m, aspect ratios
(height/thickness) between 11.2 and 28.5. Mean values are
0.65 m, 14.4 m and 22.2 respectively, with coefficient of
variation 32.1%, 36.4% and 25.8%. The mean aspect ratio
is rather high compared to other more seismic prone Italian
cities, [4], where values around 13.5 were observed. This can be
attributed to the low seismicity of Gaeta, which will be briefly
described in a following section. Wall technology varied from
uncoursed masonry to ashlar’s, with predominance of volcanic
stones and limestone. The wall cross-section, based on actual
observation of some building sites or on partially collapsed
edifices, indicated that the units were well interlocked, thus
validating the assumption of monolithic behaviour. Only some
very thick boundary walls presented two thin external hard-
stone leaves and a softer internal nucleus.

3. Rebounding one-sided rocking rigid body model of
façade including geometrical imperfections

When subjected to ground motions a rigid block resting on
a rigid foundation can either move with the latter, rock, slide,
slide-rock, or completely detach from the base. However, if
slender blocks are considered, rocking motion is practically the
only one experimentally observed [21]. The equation of motion
of a two-sided rocking rigid body has been known for at least
four decades [17]:

θ̈ = −p2
[

sgn(θ) sin (α − |θ |) +
ẍg (t)

g
cos (α − |θ |)

]
(1)

with θ , the angular rotation, the dot representing derivation with

respect to time, frequency parameter p =

√
W R
IO

, W = weight

of the body, R = distance of the centroid from the rotation
corner (refer to Fig. 1c), α the angle between R and the vertical
through the rotation corner, IO = polar moment of inertia with
respect to the rotation corner O , g = gravity acceleration,
and ẍg (t) = horizontal ground acceleration varying with time
t . According to this approach, motion should not trigger if
threshold acceleration, ẍt = g tan α, is not overcome. However,
motion was observed even for amplitudes lower than ẍt both
in laboratory [22] and in the field [23,24]. Referring to tests
on masonry specimens, a moment–rotation relationship with a
finite initial stiffness can be assumed [4]. Moreover, although
for a different mechanism with the wall restrained at the top,
Doherty et al. [15] used a trilinear function to relate restoring
moment and rotation. The present study will employ a similar
form of the moment–rotation response as shown in Fig. 1d, thus
making the equation of motion equal to:

θ̈ = −p2
[

sgn(θ) sin (α − |θ |) CV,trilinear

+
ẍg (t)

g
cos (α − |θ |)

]
(2)

with:

CV,trilinear = CV,2
θ

∆1 · α
δ1 + CV,2δ2 + CV δ3, (3a)

CV,2 = sin [α (1 − ∆2)] (3b)

δ1 =

{
1 if

θ

α
≤ ∆1

0 otherwise,
(4a)

δ2 =

{
1 if ∆1 <

θ

α
≤ ∆2

0 otherwise,
(4b)

δ3 =

{
1 if

θ

α
> ∆2

0 otherwise.
(4c)

∆1 and ∆2 define the shape of the trilinear relationship, and in
general:

0 < ∆1 < ∆2 < 1 (5)

where a value of unity involves instability under gravity alone,
while zero indicates a wall without imperfections. Since the
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estimation of the two parameters is still affected by some
uncertainty, it will be assumed that ∆2 is a function of ∆1.
Following (2), it is possible to account for motions even if the
amplitude is lower than the threshold acceleration. No energy
damping is present in (1) or (2), since this is assumed to happen
at each impact. In case of two-sided oscillations (Fig. 1e) any
impact involves a kinetic energy reduction of the form:

θ̇+
= eθ̇− (6)

with the + and − superscripts indicating values just after and
just before impact respectively, and e is the coefficient of
restitution (or velocity reduction factor).

The case of one-sided oscillations with rebound (Fig. 1f)
has so far received little attention in the literature, particularly
the consideration of geometrical imperfection. Hogan [25]
considered one-sided rocking response to steady-state harmonic
excitations, highlighting the similarities to a rocking body
confined between two asymmetrically placed side-walls.
Winkler et al. [26] performed some physical tests on wood
specimens and numerical analyses, by means of a Distinct
Element code, on an assembly of two stacked bodies,
considering again the same kind of ground motion. They
discovered that for low frequencies the one-sided system was
more stable than two-sided, while the opposite was true for
higher frequencies. Liberatore and Spera [27] performed a
limited number of numerical analyses on a one-sided rocking
body subjected to artificial transient ground motion, assuming
that the entire kinetic energy is dissipated at impact.

In the present study, it will be assumed that any impact
involves, with respect to Eq. (6), an additional loss of kinetic
energy and a change in the sign of the velocity, to account for
the rebound:

θ̇+
= −r f eθ̇− (7)

with r f = coefficient of restitution reduction factor: if this is
equal to zero then the motion stops, if this is equal to unity
energy dissipation is the same as in Housner’s model, although
a rebound will occur, thus making the motion one-sided.
Although assuming a value of unity probably underestimates
energy damping, it is useful for comparison purposes (as will
be shown later) and can represent, in a simplified way, the
cases of additional energy dissipation compensated by energy
transfer from vibrating transverse walls or impact for non zero
rotation.

Due to the presence of restraining structural components
behind the façade, motion is triggered only if the ground
acceleration is in the appropriate direction. If no geometrical
imperfection is assumed, motion will start if the same threshold
acceleration of the Housner inverted pendulum is reached.
Otherwise, if ∆1 > 0, motion will always be experienced,
provided that the direction condition is satisfied (Figs. 3a and
b). However, if r f = 0 rocking will stop at any impact and
the façade will restart only if the ground acceleration is again
in the right direction (Figs. 3c and d). Vice versa, if r f > 0
the impact will in general not stop the motion. Nonetheless, if
r f is small and the ground motion pushes the façade toward
the bracing wall (or other restraint), rest can be observed.

Finally, it is necessary to note that, due to the one-sided restraint
condition, the same accelerogram can induce different rotation
time histories (Figs. 3e and f) if the polarity (sign) of the record
is reversed.

4. Selection of ground motions and parametric analyses

Under the current Italian Seismic Code [28] Gaeta is
included in zone 2, the second highest out of four zones, with
an expected Peak Horizontal Acceleration (PHA) on stiff soil
not exceeding 0.25g for a 475 return period event. However,
this is due to the choice made by the lawmakers not to reduce
the previous classification intensity of any municipality. More
precise seismological studies [29] showed that expected PHA
for the same event is in the range 0.075–0.100g. It is perhaps
worth noting that the draft Italian Guidelines for Cultural
Heritage [30] recommend the use of more refined values for
PHA than the seismic zone classification of the Code.

In order to compare the response of the façade set to
the two conditions, the one actually emerging from historical
earthquakes felt in Gaeta and that included in seismic zonation,
signals for nonlinear time histories have been selected without
full reference to the usual magnitude–distance criterion.
Therefore, a far field condition (i.e. distance from the source
greater than 15 km) has been assumed, in order to exclude
marked directivity effects in the ground motion; magnitude has
been limited to 7.1 (maximum equivalent magnitude observed
in Central Italy and felt in Gaeta), and PHA and PGV (Peak
Ground Velocity) windows have been chosen. The choice
of these two parameters is based on the lack of a constant
period of vibration in rocking systems, since this is amplitude-
dependent [17], by the reduced scatter in the response of a linear
mass–spring–damper system to selected signals possessing
similar PHA and PGV [31], and the good correlation between
PGV and overturning of two-sided rocking bodies [16]. PGV
values were selected from Romeo et al. [32], which reports a
PGV < 8 cm/s for Gaeta and in the range 24–32 cm/s for the
second highest interval. Thus, two bins of seven accelerograms
have been selected: bin 1 containing records representative of
the Gaeta hazard scenario (Table 1), and bin 2 representing code
recommendations and, hence, containing more severe signals
(Table 2). Among the signals matching the selected criteria,
those with higher PGV were selected.

Initial conditions of the façades were set equal to zero.
Wall thickness was assumed constant along the height and
set equal to 0.65 m, and this parameter will be fixed since
scale effect (typical of rocking systems) is significant mostly
for high amplitude excitations [16]. Thirty-one aspect ratio
values, linearly varying between 15 and 30, were considered
in the evaluation. Each accelerogram was multiplied by five
values of amplitude and time scale factors, normally distributed
with mean one and Coefficient of Variation 3%, to account
for the scatter in the response [33]. Six values of r f (0.0
to 1.0 with interval 0.2) were considered along with four
values of ∆1 (0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15). Both anticlockwise and
clockwise rotations were computed (meaning the same record
was run twice by changing the polarity), and then the mean
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Fig. 3. One-sided rotations for a rocking rigid body subjected to accelerogram TAK000, R = 3 m, α = 0.18 rad, for different ∆1 and r f (a)–(d) clockwise
rotations; (e)–(f) anticlockwise rotations.

Table 1
Accelerograms in the PEER Strong Motion Database matching 15 < Distance (JB, km), MS < 7.1, 0.07 < PHA (g) < 0.1, 7.4 < PGV (cm/s) < 8

Earthquake Station Record/Component PHA (g) PGV (cm/s) MS Distance (km)

Livermore 1980/01/24 57063 Tracy-Sewage Treatm Plant LIVERMOR/A-STP183 0.073 7.6 5.8 28.5
Northridge 1994/01/17 90094 Bell Gardens-Jaboneria NORTHR/JAB220 0.098 7.4 6.7 42.5
Northridge 1994/01/17 90040 Carson-Catskill Ave NORTHR/CAT090 0.087 8 6.7 49.2
Northridge 1994/01/17 14196 Inglewood-Union Oil NORTHR/ING000 0.091 7.1 6.7 40
Northridge 1994/01/17 24281 Port Hueneme-Naval Lab. NORTHR/PTH180 0.086 7.7 6.7 50
Northridge 1994/01/17 12673 San Jacinto-CDF Fire Sta NORTHR/CDF090 0.099 7.7 6.7 149.1
San Fernando 1971/02/09 994 Gormon-Oso Pump Plant SFERN/OPP000 0.084 7.9 6.6 48.1

response measure was extracted for each set. For comparison
purposes, walls with same thickness, aspect ratios and ∆1

undergoing two-sided oscillations will also be taken into
account.

5. Response of rocking façades to selected ground motions

The computed response of the façades to the imposed ground
motions is summarized next. The horizontal axis in all the
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Fig. 4. Mean overturning frequency, Fover, (for computed clockwise and anticlockwise rotations) as a function of signal, imperfection level ∆1, reduction factor
r f , and aspect ratio h/b.

Table 2
Accelerograms in the PEER Strong Motion Database matching 15 < Distance (JB, km), MS < 7.1, PHA (g) < 0.25, 24 < PGV (cm/s) < 32

Earthquake Station Record/Component PHA (g) PGV (cm/s) MS Distance (km)

Borrego Mtn 1968/04/09 117 El Centro Array #9 BORREGO/A-ELC180 0.13 26.3 6.5 45
Cape Mendocino 1992/04/25 89509 Eureka-Myrtle & West CAPEMEND/EUR090 0.178 28.3 7.1 35.8
Imperial Valley 1979/10/15 6605 Delta IMPVALL/H-DLT262 0.238 26 6.9 32.7
Loma Prieta 1989/10/18 57066 Agnews State Hospital LOMAP/AGW000 0.172 26 7.1 27
Loma Prieta 1989/10/18 58223 SF Intern. Airport LOMAP/SFO000 0.236 25.5 7.1 63.2
Loma Prieta 1989/10/18 58373 APEEL 10-Skyline LOMAP/A10090 0.088 24 7.1 46.6
Northridge 1994/01/17 24389 LA-Century City CC North NORTHR/CCN360 0.222 25.2 6.7 18.3

plots is the aspect ratio h/b (i.e. height over thickness), while
on the vertical axis is the overturning frequency Fover. The
latter has been computed considering, for each point of each
curve, the normalized number of overturnings out of the 25
time histories obtained using the two sets of five amplitude
and duration scale factors. Therefore, for each accelerogram
775 (31 × 5 × 5) time histories were generated resulting in a
final total of 520 800 (2 × 7 × 775 × 4 × 6 × 2) simulations of

one-sided rocking. In addition 43400 (2 × 7 × 775 × 4)

simulations of two-sided rocking were computed.
The response of the façade set considered here is quite

scattered, as previously determined for two-sided rocking
systems [34]. Counterintuitive behaviours can be observed.
Therefore, sometimes a reduction in the number of overturnings
is detected although the aspect ratio of the system is increased
(Fig. 4). Similarly, increasing the imperfection level can
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Fig. 5. Mean overturning frequency, Fover, (for computed clockwise and anticlockwise rotations) as a function of signal, reduction factor r f , imperfection level
∆1, and aspect ratio h/b. (a) Fover = 0, no overturnings, over the entire range of h/b; (d) Fover = 1, 100% of overturnings, over the almost entire range of h/b.

sometimes reduce the overturning rate (Figs. 4a and b). Perhaps
the lack of a systematic correlation between response and ∆1
can prove useful for practical purposes, in the sense that: (a) a
refined estimation is not necessary (maybe even ∆1 = 0 can
be assumed); (b) cumulative damage during the time history,
which would be even more difficult to calibrate, need not be
accounted for. On the contrary, the behaviour is more ordered if
a variation of r f is considered: reducing this parameters usually
involves a reduction in the number of overturnings (Figs. 4c
and d) with a few exceptions. The reduction factor r f has a
great impact on the overturning rate. A small reduction of the
restitution coefficient r f can markedly reduce the overturning
rate of accelerograms in bin 1 (Figs. 5a and b). A value around
0.4–0.6 is necessary in the case of the second, more severe, bin
(Figs. 5c and d).

A comparison between signals, for equal imperfection level
and reduction factor, is presented in Fig. 6. This highlights how
the response can be scattered, although the signals possess quite
similar PGV and, in the case of bin 1, PHA as well. The mean

response of both bins of signals is plotted in Fig. 7. Considering
bin 1, it is evident that, if no additional energy loss is assumed
(Housner model assumption), overturnings can occur. In the
second bin of signals, the mean response is more ordered:
the mean overturning frequency ratio increases (although
weakly) with increasing aspect ratio and the imperfection
level ∆1, but more significantly by increasing the reduction
factor r f . Therefore, despite the obvious variations in observed
response noted earlier, the findings associated with the mean
response appears to be reasonable in an average sense. More
importantly, the major differences in responses between the
two bins highlight the significance of properly identifying the
hazard at the site. This also points to the need to resort to
accurate seismological studies when assessing cultural heritage,
if unnecessary interventions are to be avoided [30].

Since the equation of motion, and a first estimation of energy
damping, were obtained starting from the Housner inverted
pendulum, and since the literature on the matter is plentiful,
it might be of some interest to evaluate the response of the
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Fig. 6. Mean overturning frequency, Fover, (for computed clockwise and anticlockwise rotations) as a function of reduction factor r f , imperfection level ∆1, signal
and aspect ratio h/b. (a) Fover = 0, no overturnings, over the entire h/b range.

same set of façades in the case of two-sided oscillations for
comparison purposes. Although such behaviour is not suited
for the case at hand, nonetheless there are simple architectural
elements (tombstones, obelisks, boundary walls with openings,
parapet walls, and so on) which can experience this kind of
motion. Moreover, in the case of building content it could be
useful to understand if artefacts should or not be placed against
a wall. In this case no parametric analysis with reference to
the reduction factor r f is of course possible. If r f = 1 is
assumed, it is surprising to note that the additional unilateral
restraint does not reduce the number of overturnings, as is
apparent comparing mean responses (compare Fig. 8a and b,
to Fig. 7b and d). To explain such a result let us consider the
time history in Fig. 8c. In particular let us focus on the zoom in
Fig. 8d. When the last impact before overturning happens, the
ground acceleration is going to change sign. If the oscillations
were two-sided, the façade would have undergone negative
(i.e. clockwise) rotations after impact, while the negative

(i.e. directed to the left) accelerations would have brought it
back. On the contrary, due to rebound, the façade undergoes
a positive rotation and the negative acceleration enhances
the displacement to overturning. It is to be expected that a
significant ground acceleration pulse, leading to a palpable
rotation of the façade, will be followed by a sign reversal.
However, the rebound seems to contribute to bring the façade in
phase with such a reversal, thus resulting in more overturning
than usual if the oscillations were two-sided. Nonetheless, if
due to impact against vertical restraint a higher amount of
kinetic energy is damped the rate of overturning can markedly
drop.

It is also interesting to contrast results for anticlockwise and
clockwise rotations. As already highlighted in Fig. 3, the same
wall under the same signal undergoes different time histories,
if the allowed direction of displacement is changed (or the
direction of the earthquake is reversed). The first comparison is
between the overturning frequencies experienced by the same
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Fig. 7. Mean overturning frequency, Fover, (for computed clockwise and anticlockwise rotations and seven signals) as a function of reduction factor r f , imperfection
level ∆1 and aspect ratio h/b.

façade depending on the sign of allowed rotations. If one
considers the absolute difference between such frequencies it is
possible to note that, although the accelerograms are processed
in order to correct their baseline, marked dissimilarity can be
present (Fig. 9a and b). Be aware that even the perfect match
between the two cases, as for OPP000 in Fig. 9a or AELC180
and AGW000 in Fig. 9b, is in many cases due to the absence of
any overturning for both allowed rotations. It can therefore be
expected that a different overturning rate can result whenever
there are overturnings, and in some cases this difference can be
dramatic. This is the case of EUR090, which is unable to induce
any collapse if clockwise rotations are hampered or, in the other
case, can cause 100% collapse conditions in a large part of the
aspect ratio range considered. Therefore, analyses performed
in one direction only should be considered cautiously. Another
possibility is to take the maximum frequency out of the two sets
considering both positive and negative directions. Nonetheless,
this alternative approach does not yield representations that are
more meaningful.

6. Development of simplified guidelines to assess seismic
performance of façades

In order to complement typical results obtained from code-
like procedures, based on static analyses, with the information
collected on the dynamic response, it is useful to compare
dynamic analyses to results obtained through linear and
nonlinear static analyses. Following the procedure for local
mechanisms in the current Italian Seismic Code [28], let us
assume a fundamental period of the structure equal to 0.35 s,
an importance factor equal to 1.0, and no amplification due to
soil conditions. Capacity-to-Demand ratios for linear and non-
linear procedures are presented in Fig. 10a and b.

It is evident that, with the exception of squat façades (with
low aspect ratios) and peak acceleration ag = 0.10g, static
procedures generally predict overturning and often by large
factors. Therefore, results from static analyses tend to be more
conservative even for the case when the actual seismicity of
Gaeta is considered. As for the code-based seismic hazard,
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Fig. 8. (a), (b): Two-sided oscillations. Mean, seven signals computed, Overturning Frequency, Fover, as a function of imperfection level ∆1 and aspect ratio h/b.
(c): Sample time history of one-sided oscillations. (d) is a zoom of (c).

they could prove to be even more conservative, especially
if a low value is expected for r f . In the absence of any
experimental data, the latter is still difficult to guess. A
comparison of two-sided to one-sided rotations indicates that
by adding the monolateral restraint the wall is less stable
(Fig. 10c) and it can be observed that the overturning frequency
practically doubles, regardless of both the aspect ratio and the
imperfection level. This effect is already balanced (for the case
of bin 2) for r f = 0.8 (Fig. 10d), while for lower values
the overturning frequency further diminishes. These findings
suggest the development of possible modifications through
corrective coefficients of the results of static procedures in

order to account for phenomena like one-sided oscillations
and additional energy damping attached to it. However, in
order to calibrate such coefficients additional experimental
and numerical analyses are necessary. It is worth noticing
that, because the obtained coefficients frequently reduce the
overturning frequency, an assessment procedure accounting
for the above-studied dynamic phenomena will lead to more
rational minimum intervention criterion.

7. Conclusions

Understanding the seismic behaviour of a complex city
centre is neither achieved by gathering information on the
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Fig. 9. Absolute difference between overturning frequencies for allowed positive and negative rotations.

Fig. 10. Ratio of capacity-to-demand under (a) static linear and (b) nonlinear procedures of Italian Seismic Code [28]; (c) ratio of overturning frequencies for
two-sided and one-sided oscillations; (d) ratio of overturning frequencies for different reduction factors.
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matter needed for construction, nor by enumerating each single
segment of the urban fabric or all the cells in a block, rather, by
critically interpreting how the city developed from its origins,
so to arrive at a coherent identification of all connections among
its building elements. It is actually possible to reconstruct the
formative and development process of the urban fabric, which,
being dynamic, includes the time of production (in the long
term) and the transformation action (in the short term). The
former produces well connected walls, while the latter produces
discontinuities in the fabric (adjacent walls). This information
is highly valuable, in that it allows correct representation of
the connection degree of each single wall, with both adjacent
and orthogonal walls, and thus to correctly assess its seismic
performance.

For those walls that are recognized to be inadequately con-
nected and only adjacent with the others, a reformulation of the
equation of motion was needed to facilitate an assessment of
their seismic performance. To this aim, the equation of motion
for a one-sided rocking façade, accounting for geometrical im-
perfections, has been derived. This has been used to study the
seismic performance of a set of unreinforced masonry façades,
representative of typical non connected façades in Gaeta, a his-
torical city centre in Italy, where a critical step-by-step method-
ology was applied to understand the development of the city
fabrics. Two bins of natural accelerograms were considered,
one related to the seismic hazard of the area and one based on
current code provisions. The observed behaviour of the façades
is found to be as scattered as for two-sided rocking, with more
ordered trends if the average response is considered. Overturn-
ing frequencies increase, weakly, with increasing aspect ratio
and imperfection level, but more significantly with the amount
of kinetic energy damped due to impact against vertical struc-
tures. Because marked differences exist between clockwise and
anticlockwise rotations under the same accelerogram, meaning-
ful results are obtained through averaging the two. Moreover,
the comparison to two-sided rocking response shows that the
addition of the restraint on one side alone does not reduce the
rate of overturning. However, if additional damping is assumed,
failure frequencies can drop markedly. A realistic representa-
tion of seismic hazard in conjunction with dynamic analyses
can help to reduce unnecessary interventions, thus limiting the
cultural sacrifice involved in any retrofitting. Further, it is pro-
posed that static procedures can take advantage of the results
of dynamic simulations, by means of corrective coefficients ac-
counting for factors such as increased energy damping due to
restraint conditions.
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